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Giles Tagg 

Partner 

Giles is a partner in the professional negligence team in Bristol, 

specialising in construction and surveyors.  He deals with claims 

against all construction professionals, including architects, engineers, 

building consultants, project managers, quantity surveyors, 

contractors and specialist sub-contractors.  He has experience in 

handling significant multi-party litigation in the Technology and 

Construction Court.  He has also considerable experience in dealing 

with surveyor claims, both over-valuation and otherwise.  He has dealt 

widely with arbitration, adjudication and mediation.    

 

Giles also specialises in providing policy coverage advice in respect of 

both professional indemnity insurance and Contractors All Risk 

insurance.  He has been involved with drafting policy wordings and 

providing advice on wordings. 

 

Giles writes and speak regularly to insurers, brokers and their 

professional clients on construction PI issues.  He has also presented 

to the Society for Construction Lawyers, of which he is a member. 
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David McArdle 

Solicitor 

David is a Solicitor in the Bristol Office, specialising in defending claims 

against a wide variety of professionals including solicitors, surveyors, 

accountants, architects, engineers and estate agents. In addition to dealing 

with claims in either pre-action or litigation stages, David regularly assists 

clients responding to complaints to professional bodies, regulatory authorities 

and/or ombudsman services. 

 

Before joining Beale and Company, David had accumulated a wide body of 

experience in advising professionals - firstly as a claims handler on behalf of 

several Professional Indemnity Insurers and secondly providing in-house legal 

and commercial advice to a large international firm of Consulting Engineers. 

 

Since joining Beale and Company, David has built a wide ranging practice by 

regularly advising a wide variety of Insurers and their professional clients. 

These matters range from the provision of claims handling advice under a 

delegated authority to large and complex, multi party disputes with numerous 

issues for each class of professional involved. As such, David is familiar with 

the common issues affecting professionals and their insurers. 

 

In recent years, David has developed a particular expertise in advising 

solicitors and surveyors, and their professional indemnity insurers, in respect 

of claims by lenders, particularly where issues of fraud arise. For example, he 

is continuing to advise several national firms of surveyors facing large 

numbers of claims arising from the alleged overvaluation of residential 

properties in claims. These claims give rise to substantive coverage 

investigations in addition to complex investigations into issues of liability, 

quantum and apportionment. 

 

At the same time, David has continued to act for construction professionals in 

claims before the TCC. He has advised Architects, Engineers, Building 

Surveyors and Project Managers in respect of claims ranging in value from 

several hundred pounds to several million pounds. 

 

In addition to the above, David regularly provides seminars and presentations 

on legal and regulatory issues relevant to Insurers and their professional 

clients. 
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Nicholas Pegg 

Associate 

Nic is an Associate in the professional negligence and construction team 

in our Bristol office. Before joining Beale and Company, Nic worked in the 

in-house legal department of a leading international engineering 

consultancy. His work included drafting and negotiating bespoke and 

standard form professional appointments, collateral warranties, third party 

agreements, partnering agreements and novations, as well as assisting 

with claims and construction related adjudications. 

 

Nic continues to advise on professional appointments however his main 

areas of specialism are claims against construction professionals, 

solicitors, accountants, valuers and their professional indemnity insurers. 

Nic has also built up a strong reputation for providing D&O policy advice 

and dealing with claims arising from D&O liability in the construction field. 

Nic has acted in claims from a few hundred to many millions of pounds 

and has experience of dealing with primary and excess layer insurers. 

 

Nic acts for professional clients facing disciplinary proceedings by their 

professional bodies and complaints being investigated by various 

Ombudsman services. 

 

Nic also advises on policy and coverage related disputes, and regularly 

provides training to insurers and brokers on claims against professionals, 

construction related topics and D&O policy wordings and cover. 

 

Nic is a member of the Society of Construction Law and regularly attends 

events in Bristol. 
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What is an expert witness? 

Instructed for purpose of proceedings 

For the assistance of the court  

For issues that are technical or scientific in nature 

To give their professional opinion  
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Why do we need experts? 

To assist the Court 

Typically experts are required in professional negligence claims given the technical 

aspects 

– Pantelli Associates Ltd v Corporate City Developments Number Two Ltd 

– Sansom v Metcalfe Hambleton 
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The role of an expert 

Duty to the court, not those instructing them 

Provide an independent  opinion 

Serious sanction for experts breaching their duty for (i) the instructing party; and (ii) the 

expert’s career. 
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Difference between an expert witness and an expert advisor 

Expert adviser: 

– Assists party at any stage in proceedings (typically pre-action) with technical matters  

– Do not owe a duty to the court  

– Helping hand  

– The danger of an ‘expert adviser’ becoming an ‘expert witness’ 
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The ‘right’ expert 

Find the areas where expert advice will be needed as quickly as possible 

The wrong expert can  

 undermine a case 

Good expert:  

– Independent  

– Integrity  

– Good working knowledge 

– Present themselves well to court  
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Case study 

Oscar Pistorius 

Defence team labelled as “irresponsible”  

Forensics expert was not trained in ‘blood splatter, ballistics, light or sound’  

The expert stated “...in my layman’s opinion...”  
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Hot Tubbing 

Widely reported, but reserved for the “right” cases 

Concurrent evidence  

Loss of control  
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Expert determination 

Originating from construction and valuation claims  

Form of ADR 

Shafi v Rutherford  

– Can only challenge when materially departed from instructions  
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Pre March 2011 Immunity from suit  

Jones v Kaney. 

– Claimant’s expert signed a joint statement stating the Claimant's claim was 

exaggerated 

 

 

 

Claims against expert witnesses 
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Professional who provide expert evidence must ensure 

 they have adequate cover in place for their expert  

 responsibilities.  

Common claims experts face 
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Getting the best from the expert 

Test the evidence 

Ensure evidence is consistent 

Consider performance under cross-examination  

Ensure the process is understood 
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Claims experience 

Premium income between 2005 – 2012 was almost £386m.  

Estimated that there have been 224,500 claims intimated in that 

period. 

Total payments are estimated at £700m.  

Banks are still pursuing claims arising from notifications in 2007/2008 
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A simple equation? 

A drop in the property market = increase in claims volumes. 

The longer and higher the market rises, the larger the volume of 

claims when it drops.  
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Is it over yet? 

September 2007, the run on Northern Rock 

September 2008, Lehman Brothers collapsed 

Confetti letters 

Limitation Act 1980 

Lenders carried out detailed review of valuations 

Backstop? 
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Is that the only risk? 

Who are the Insured? 

Do they really have scale? 

Can they do a reasonable job for the fee? 

Can they cope with the process?  

Can they be trusted?  

Who do they work for?  
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Are the courts sympathetic? 
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The future 



Giles Tagg,  

Partner 

Wednesday 19 November 2014 

Insurance in the Construction Industry 
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Programme 

Culture in the construction industry 

Types of insurance: common / esoteric 

Difficulties 

A solution? 

Conclusion 
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Culture 

Building projects:  

– potential for things to go wrong 

– delay, design error, co-ordination error, poor workmanship, budget creep... 

Risk aversion: 

– parties contracting  to protect position and divert liability  

Protectionism / lack of trust 

“Partnering” 
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Insurance: General 

Industry Fault Lines  

Historically protects individual entities 

Myriad types and wordings 
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Key types of insurance 

Professional Indemnity (PI) 

Contractors’ All Risk (CAR) 

Public Liability (PL) 

Employers’ Liability (EL) 

Design and Build (D+B) 
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Professional indemnity 

Prof neg: “reasonable skill and care” 

Procured by architects, engineers, project managers, QSs.... 

Other parties with design responsibility  

‘Claims made’ basis 

Issues: 

– design and workmanship – apportionment 

– exclusions 

– notification  
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Contractors’ All Risk 

Physical damage to works and site materials 

Joint names 

Occurrence basis 

‘Noting’ funder’s interest  
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Public liability 

3rd party death or injury  

3rd party property  

Not employees 

Employer’s liability 

Injury or disease to employees 

Arising out of employment 

Generally compulsory 
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Design & Build 

Common procurement method  

‘One stop’ for employer 

Renders design / workmanship distinction defunct 
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Other insurance products 

Product liability  

Delay in Start-Up (DSU) 

Latent defects (LDI) 

Environmental impairment liability (EIL) 
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Problems 

Gaps and duplication  

Variety of wordings  

Procured by non-specialists on occasion  

“Our system of project insurance wastes about £1 billion a year and invariably 

leads to the Courts” (Rudi Klein – Chief Executive, Specialist Engineering 

Contractors Group) 
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Single project insurance 

Owner control  

Protects collective interest: joint names of employer, contractors, sub-

contractors,  suppliers, funders... 

Cover in respect of all contract works and third party exposures and 

consequential losses 

Insurers waive rights of subrogation 

Duration: ‘cradle to grave’ 

Rare in UK  
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Advantages 

Wide cover: minimises gaps and duplication  

Claims settled direct 

No apportionment  

One loss adjuster 

Minimises litigation  

Argument for increased use in UK: 

– Government 

– BIM (Building Information Modelling) 
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Conclusion 

Traditional matrix of insurance on a project = complex  

Challenge for industry: innovation 

Role of specialist brokers  

Change is possible: 

Until then... 
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Questions? 
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Contact details: 

Giles Tagg, Partner  

g.tagg@beale-law.com   

+44 (0) 117 311 7470 

 

David McArdle, Solicitor  

d.mcardle@beale-law.com   

+44 (0) 117 311 7473 

 

Nicholas Pegg, Associate  

n.pegg@beale-law.com   

+44 (0) 117 311 7477 
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Expert Evidence: Common Pitfalls 

What is an Expert Witness? 

 

1. An ‘Expert Witness’ is defined as a person who has been instructed to give or prepare expert 

evidence for the purpose of proceedings (CPR 35.2(1)) 

2. Expert evidence is evidence on issues of a technical or scientific nature (TCC Guide, 13.1.1). 

3. However, just because someone is a ‘professional’ person does not necessarily mean that their 

evidence is ‘expert’ evidence (Kirkman v Euro Exide Corporation (CMP Batteries Ltd)).  

4. Expert evidence is normally matters of opinion rather than fact, although sometimes it can be 

relevant to establish primary facts of the case (Commercial Court Guide, H2.8). However, not all 

opinion evidence is expert evidence. An academic journal is not an example of ‘expert evidence’ 

(Interflora v Marks & Spencers). 

5. In contrast, a witness of fact cannot give their opinion, which is only reserved for experts. 

 

Why do we need experts? 

 

6. The court will usually give permission to adduce expert evidence in cases where it considers it is 

likely that it will need help from a third party to resolve an issue in dispute. 

7. Expert evidence is usually permitted in a wide range of cases including: 

 Professional negligence: usually on issues of liability (whether the conduct of the 

professional met the relevant standard of care) and loss/damage (e.g. valuations) 

 Personal injury: usually medical evidence in respect of injuries 

 Intellectual Property Disputes: to assist the courts in determining whether there has been an 

infringement of a right 

 An Insurance Dispute: to give a view on causation (e.g. an expert underwriter on the impact 

a material non-disclosure would have had on writing the risk)  

8. In Pantelli Associates Ltd v Corporate City Developments Number Two Ltd the claimant failed to 

produce expert evidence to support a claim for professional negligence against a quantity surveyor. 

Coulson J considered that it was “wholly inappropriate” to allege professional negligence without 

“expert input” to support the allegations, and struck out the case. 

9. In Sansom v Metcalfe Hambleton it was held that it was unusual for expert evidence not to be 

required is cases where professional negligence is alleged. Butler-Sloss LJ stated that: “...a court 

should be slow to find a professionally qualified man guilty of breach of duty of skill and care towards 

a client... without evidence from those within the same profession as to the standard expected on the 

facts of the case...” 

10. Expert evidence is not required in every professional negligence claim (for example in professional 

negligence claims against solicitors where the Judge is well positioned to determine whether the 
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solicitor fell below the required standard of care (Football Leave v Edge Ellison)) (ACD (Landscape 

Architects) Ltd v Overall and another). 

 

The role of an Expert 

 

11. An expert witnesses primary duty is to the court, and this duty overrides any duty they owe to those 

who are instructing them (CPR 35.3). 

12. Experts are required to give opinions to the court which are independent, regardless of the pressures 

of litigation. 

13. In Cala Homes (South) Limited and Ors v Alfred McAlpine Homes East Limited the court said that "... 

the man who works the Three Card Trick is not cheating, nor does he incur any moral opprobrium, 

when he uses his sleight of hand to deceive the eye of the innocent rustic and to deny him the 

information he needs for a correct appraisal of what has gone on. The rustic does not have to join in: 

but if he chooses to, he is 'fair game'. If by an analogous 'sleight of mind' an expert witness is able so 

to present the data that they seem to suggest an interpretation favourable to the side instructing him, 

that is, it seems to me, within the rules of our particular game, even if it means playing down or 

omitting some material consideration...” 

14. The sanction for an expert breaching this duty can be serious for their instructing party. The court 

may reject the expert evidence (Cala Homes (South) Limited and Ors v Alfred McAlpine Homes East 

Limited – “...'Pragmatic flexibility' as used by Mr. Goodall is a euphemism for 'misleading 

selectivity'...”), order the instructing party to pay indemnity costs (Igloo Regeneration v Powell 

Williams – “...his report and indeed initially his evidence lacked transparency...”) or even a wasted 

costs order (CPR 35.4(4)). The court may also find the expert in contempt of court, which carries a 

custodial sentence. 

15. In some disputes the parties will want to obtain an early expert view to either support or counter a 

case.  

16. Where early expert involvement is required, they can often, at least initially, be instructed, informally, 

in an ‘expert adviser’ capacity (see below). 

 

Difference between an Expert Witness and an Expert Adviser 

 

17. An expert adviser is someone who assists a party at any stage of proceedings (typically at pre-action 

stage) with specialist or technical matters. They do not owe an overriding duty to the court and 

cannot give evidence themselves in the proceedings (unless they are of course instructed to act as 

an expert witness). They are people who are there to lend a ‘helping hand’. However, beware of the 

Expert Adviser that turns into the Expert Witness, as all instructions to the expert can be called on to 

be released to the Court.  
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The ‘right’ Expert 

 

18. Areas where expert evidence is likely to be required should be ascertained as quickly as possible 

e.g. in a construction dispute where remedial work is about to be undertaken the defendant should 

consider carrying out a site investigation as soon as possible to raise any issues over the scope of 

remedial work before the work is undertaken. 

19. Instructing the wrong expert, or an expert who proves unreliable, can undermine a good case. Expert 

evidence can be crucial to the key issues in dispute, but at trial a Court may be equally swayed as 

much by presentation as opinion. The expert must prove to be independent, they must exercise 

integrity, they must have a current working knowledge of the issue in dispute, and they must be able 

to present themselves well to the Court. 

 

Case Study 

 

20. The trial of Oscar Pistorius is a good example of knowing your expert witness, properly instructing 

the expert, and ensuring they have all the relevant information to be able to form the view they do. Mr 

Pistorius’s defence team was accused of "irresponsibility" after, being instructed to give expert 

evidence on forensics, their expert admitted that he is not trained in ballistics, light, sound or blood 

spatter evidence and was not present at Reeva Steenkamp's postmortem. One particular cringe-

worthy example was when confronted with a section of the post-mortem report, the expert exclaimed: 

"What!" followed by, "In my layman's understanding ... ". This was unlikely to have assisted the Court 

in deciding in favour of Mr Pistorius!  

 

Hot-Tubbing 

 

21. Hot-tubbing is something that was widely reported during the Jackson reforms but is yet to have 

universal effect in the Court and is seemingly reserved for the ‘right’ cases. 

22. Since April 2013 the court have been able to order, at any stage in proceedings, that some or all of 

the expert evidence be given concurrently. The Court is enabled to ask questions of the experts 

directly to obtain the answers to the questions it wants to pose, and not just those in examination and 

cross examination. Its purpose is to allow for a greater focus on the issues in dispute but is usually 

not favoured by legal teams as there is an element of loss of control. 

 

Expert Determination 

 

23. Expert determination is commonly used in construction and real estate claims, having originally 

developed for the purpose of valuation disputes. 
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24. Expert determination is a form of ADR, whereby both parties make submissions on their case to an 

agreed ‘joint’ expert, who makes a binding determination. Shafi v Rutherford confirmed that an expert 

determination cannot generally be challenged unless the expert has materially departed from their 

instructions to reach their determination. 

 

Claims against Expert Witnesses 

 

25. Prior to March 2011 Expert Witnesses had enjoyed immunity from suit for breach of duty (whether in 

contract or in tort) in respect of their participation in legal proceedings. 

26. This principle was overturned by the Supreme Court in the case of Jones v Kaney. Expert Witnesses 

are now able to be sued by their instructing client, in a number of circumstances, although 

successive cases are rare. 

27. In Jones v Kaney, Dr Kaney, a clinical psychologist, acted as expert witness in personal injury 

proceedings, to which she prepared an expert report in support of the Claimant’s claim. 

Subsequently, Dr Kaney signed a joint statement which recorded that she agreed with the insurer's 

expert that the Claimant exaggerated his injuries and had been deceptive and deceitful. The 

Claimant’s case fell apart. Dr Kaney was sued for negligence. The claim was initially struck out at 

first instance but on appeal, the Supreme Court (by means of a leapfrog appeal) overturned the 

decision, abolishing expert immunity. 

28. Common claims that experts may face include: 

 Wasted costs order where the expert acts “recklessly or in flagrant disregard of his duties to 

the court (Phillips v Symes (No 2)) 

 Criminal prosecution for perjury or contempt of court; 

 A claim for breach of duty. 

29. The consequence of this is that professionals, looking to act as expert witnesses in litigation should 

be strongly advised to ensure that their PI cover extends to these types of liabilities. 

 

Getting the best out of the Expert 

 

30. The key things to consider, in respect of expert evidence: 

 Have you tested the expert’s evidence? 

 Has your expert’s opinion been consistent throughout? If not, why not? 

 How is your expert likely to perform at trial under cross-examination? 

 Where an expert is inexperienced, assist them with arrangements and explain what to 

expect. 

Nic Pegg 

Beale & Company Solicitors LLP 

19 November 2014 
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Insuring valuers: Is it safe yet? 

 

Introduction 

When I joined Beale and Co on 8 September 2008, the financial markets were in disarray.  The run on 

Northern Rock had taken place the previous year and banks were being nationalised.  Lehmans filed for 

bankruptcy on 15 September 2008 and one of my first tasks was to research the government bank guarantee 

scheme for an article that one of the partners was writing.  I also quickly became involved in dealing with the 

large number of claims against valuers that the office had been instructed on by Insurers.   

 

Lenders were trawling through their mortgage books and intimating claims in relation to any suspected 

loss.  The majority of Insurers took fright and exited the market.  This is not surprising given the statistics.  

We understand that the total premium income for valuers between 2005 and 2012 was £386m.  Insurers are 

estimated to have paid over £700m in settlement of claims from that period. We are regularly asked if it is 

safe to return. 

  

I have heard this question asked a number of times and the general response is that the worst of the risk has 

gone with the passage of 6 years from the height of the market.  This view is based on the assumption that 

valuers were simply caught out by the falling market.  Whilst there is a clear correlation between a fall in the 

property market and the number of claims against surveyors, this does not explain why valuers are exposed 

to such significant liability.  If valuers ensured that all of their files were complete and that they identified a 

clear and reasonable thought process leading to the advice given, they would not be seen as an easy target 

by the lenders when the property market turned.      

 

In general, repossession rates are low in a rising market and, even if the valuer has overstated the value of 

the property, the market value will often have increased by the time the property is repossessed and sold, 

with the result that the lender doesn’t suffer any loss and therefore has no claim in relation to the 

overvaluation.  However, a valuer has no such protection if property prices drop.   

 

Whilst the rise and fall of the property market is the biggest driver for claims, valuers are seen as an easy 

target by lenders and there are more factors at play which underwriters need to consider when considering 

entering the valuers market and when considering the relative risk of a particular valuer.   

 

Is it over yet?  

Broadly speaking, the Limitation Act 1980 (the "Act"), creates a full defence to a claim, if the claim was not 

issued at Court within the timescales set down in the Act.  The most relevant timescales in claims against 

valuers are set out below:   
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Basis of claim Limitation Period 

Claims in contract Any claim alleging breach of contract should be issued within 6 

years of the date of breach. 

 

Claims in tort The primary position is that any claim alleging negligence by a 

valuer should be issued within 6 years from the date that the 

Claimant suffered the “damage” complained of. 

 

For claims by a lender, this will be the date that the value of the 

security and the borrower’s covenant is less than the amount 

outstanding on the loan.   

 

Section 14a of the act extends time in claims in negligence, by 

allowing a Claimant to bring a claim within 3 years after the date 

from which he has the knowledge to bring a claim against the 

defendant.  This is subject to a longstop of 15 years from the date 

of breach (S14b)  

 

Claims in fraud Any claim alleging fraud must be issued within 6 years from the 

date of discovery of the fraud.  

 

 

As the credit crunch took hold in September 2007, the volume of mortgage transactions dropped and, to the 

extent that they had not suffered a loss on the date the loan was advanced, lender's losses crystallised at 

that point.  Therefore, in broad terms, the limitation period began to run for most pre-recession valuations 

before September 2007, with that limitation period expiring in or before September 2013.   

 

Whilst professional negligence claims generally have a long tail, with claimants relying on Section 14A of the 

Act, such claims arise where a claimant did not have the requisite knowledge of a cause of action against a 

defendant.  However, the lenders’ reviews identified most potential claims and they have been notified to 

prior insurers.  This has provided a reasonable backstop to claims and the risk of further claims arising from 

valuations carried out before September 2007 is now quite low.  

 

Current market conditions, with relatively low mortgage volumes, a rising property market, low interest rates 

and low repossession rates, also suggest low rates of claims for valuation carried out since 2007.  If 

repossession rates remain low and property prices continue to rise, then, to the extent that there are any 

negligent valuations, they will be covered up by the rising market.   
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Is that the only risk? 

There are two primary issues with the valuation industry.  Firstly, the valuation industry is dominated by the 

power of the lenders. The second is the reliance placed on a valuer by a lender when advancing a loan.   

These create potential exposures to claims which are particular to valuers and I consider some of these 

below.     

  

Who are the Insured?  

  

Like most professions, valuation surveyors have experienced a huge change in their industry and working 

practices over the past 30 years.  However, the valuation industry does not attract fresh talent.  Only 9% of 

surveyors seeking chartered status are from residential or valuation surveying.  The average valuer is a male 

is his mid 50s and was trained in a traditional profession but now operate in a technology and process driven 

environment.  Insurers will need to satisfy themselves that any valuers are keeping up to date and are on top 

of any changes.  

 

As with all professions, the firms themselves vary significantly from large international property consultants to 

sole practitioners.  Each type of firm operates very different business models which affect the risk profile.   

   

Do they really have scale? 

  

Some lenders instruct valuers directly whilst other lenders use intermediaries known as “panel managers” to 

distribute their work amongst surveying firms. Panel managers and lenders do not like sending work to 

individual offices around the country as this is time consuming and complicated for the lenders. They 

therefore favour firms with nationwide coverage.   

  

As a result a number of valuation surveyors have either become larger, more corporate, entities with a 

central administration office and appointed representatives in the field, who carry out valuations within their 

appointed geographical region.  These firms tend to have strong policies and practices in place, which are 

usually validated by external bodies such as ISO9002 etc. 

  

Other firms operate a leaner model whereby they have a small management and administrative team 

operating from a head office and then use the services of self employed consultants to give them a wider 

geographical coverage.  These virtual firms are flexible but they can be more difficult to assess from a risk 

management perspective.   

  

The remaining firms are, by and large, smaller independent practices that either pick up ad hoc instructions 

or work as sub-contractors to the larger firms.   
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Can they do a reasonable job for the fee? 

 

For a property with a value of £250,000, lenders typically charge the borrower a fee of between £200 and 

£400.  From that fee, the lender then deducts and administration fee. If there is a Panel Manager, they will 

also deduct an administration fee.  Whatever is left is paid to the valuer.  The typical fee paid to the valuer is 

between £50 and £100, from which they have to cover their office, travel and administrative costs, their PI 

premium, and pay themselves a reasonable salary for approximately 3 hours work.    

  

Can they cope with the process?  

  

In exchange for the lenders’ business, the valuers enter into Service Level Agreements which dictate the 

required turnaround times for the survey.  These are usually very tight timetables which oblige the valuer to 

take required steps within prescribed times.  This leaves very little time to carry out inspections, obtain 

evidence on comparables and submit a valuation report.   

 

In addition, valuers are under pressure to accept instructions from lenders regardless of their capacity.  When 

transaction volumes are high, there is a lot of pressure on valuers to carry out too many mortgage valuations 

per day.   

 

Due to the pressure to produce a report within a short period of time, valuers tend to have limited information 

on their files.  Faced with the pressure to do mortgage valuations quickly and to do multiple valuations per 

day, many valuers stopped documenting their decision making process.  When the claims came, there was 

nothing to justify the valuations which they had given.   

 

Successful valuation firms therefore need to ensure that they have robust auditing of the valuations and that 

the audits are carried out regularly and properly.  Insurers should check for evidence that the audits are 

effective.  

 

Can they be trusted?  

 

Whilst lenders may audit a small sample of valuations, they generally accept a valuation report at face value.  

The lack of scrutiny of the valuation reports allows room for any valuer of loose morals to assist a borrower to 

get a larger loan, by valuing the property at more than the open market value.   

 

Unfortunately, in the years preceding 2007, many valuers were persuaded to assist with mortgage frauds by 

inflating the valuation of properties.  Often these schemes grew from small scale frauds into vast 

conspiracies involving many parties and hundreds of properties.  When property values dropped, the 

fraudulent schemes collapsed and the lenders discovered that security offered by the property was worth 
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significantly less than the value attributed by the valuer.  Often the valuers went along with the scheme for 

little or no personal profit, apart from the fee for carrying out the valuation.    

 

This highlights the trust that is placed on individual valuers to provide honest and professional valuation 

reports.  Again, Insurers will want to see evidence that valuations are being audited.  

 

Who do they work for? 

 

As stated above, the lenders control the market and, if they want regular work, valuers must comply with the 

lenders SLAs.  Different lenders take different approaches to the way that they work with valuers, the fee that 

they pay, the level of service that they require and whether they will pursue a claim if the valuer gets it wrong.   

 

Are the Courts sympathetic? 

 

A valuer is generally expected to exercise the reasonable skill and care of an experienced valuer when 

providing a valuation report.  However, any advice on the valuation is an expression of an opinion rather than 

a statement of fact.  In assessing whether a valuer met the required standard, the Court will not decide 

whether the valuation was correct, but whether it was reasonable. Two different valuers can come to different 

valuations of the same property without either being unreasonable.   What is reasonable is generally a matter 

of evidence and the Court will be guided by the expert valuers.   

 

The general test of whether a valuation was reasonable is if it falls within a percentage bracket above or 

below what the Court decides was the open market value of the property at the time of the valuation.  The 

Court will decide the appropriate percentage depending on various factors, including the availability of 

comparable evidence.  The less comparable evidence that is available, the wider the percentage bracket will 

be.  The bracket for a standard apartment in a large block with hundreds of similar apartments is likely to 

have a smaller bracket.   

 

Historically, a valuer needed to obtain comparable evidence by contacting local estate agents and/or having 

a personal knowledge of property sales.  Now there are multiple resources available which will provide a 

breakdown of all the relevant comparables.  To some extent, this makes a valuer’s role easier now than it 

was in the past and the Courts appear to be taking this into account when considering whether a valuation is 

reasonable.   

 

Prior to 2010, the general rule of thumb for a standard residential property was that the Court would generally 

accept that a valuation which fell within a bracket of 10 - 15% above or below the true market value of the 

property.  However, the current leading cases called that into question and allowed a margin of only 5% from 

the true market value.   
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It is unclear whether the Courts will maintain the view that a 5% bracket is the appropriate test of whether a 

valuation was reasonable. To some extent it is reasonable to expect valuations to be more accurate now that 

the land registry is online and there are many services available to surveyors to give accurate comparables 

at the click of a mouse.   

 

So will there be more claims? 

The majority of claims relating to high risk valuations carried out before 2007 will either be out of time or will 

have been notified to prior insurers.  Mortgage numbers were low between 2007 and 2012, with the result 

that valuers should have had enough time to properly consider each valuation.  The market was not rising 

and valuers had no protection from negligent valuations. The majority of valuers that had survived the confetti 

letters and remained in business will have adjusted their business and risk management practices to reduce 

the risk of future claims.   

 

Despite all of the other issues with the market, there is a rare opportunity to insure valuers with a relatively 

low risk of exposure to claims from historic valuations.  If the firms have good risk management controls and 

those controls are maintained, even if the market is in a sustained period of growth, then the risk of future 

claims can be reduced.  With relatively few insurers in the market, there might be an opportunity to capitalise 

on higher rates before others enter the market.   

 

However, any decision to write valuers risks will be a bet on the property market.  The property crash in 2007 

and the subsequent rise in claims against valuers were not isolated events.  They are part of a cycle that 

repeats itself with each generation. Unless there are major reforms to the valuation industry, it is virtually 

inevitable that valuers will be exposed to a huge volume of claims again the next time that the market drops.  

The profitability of any book will depend on whether Insurers can get in and get out again before the end of 

the next cycle.  

  

David McArdle 

Beale & Company LLP 

19 November 2014 
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A recent decision of Mr Justice Coulson in the 

TCC addressed the interaction between ADR and 

case management by the Court.   

 
At the first Case Management Conference in CIP Properties (AIPT) Limited 

v Galliford Try Infrastructure Limited and Others the Defendants argued 

that a ‘window’ of 3 – 4 months should be built into the litigation timetable prior 

to disclosure, to enable the parties to explore ADR.  The Claimant resisted 

this proposal, in part because they wanted the disclosure phase to have taken 

place prior to consideration of ADR.  The Court set out a useful commentary 

on how the potential tension between progressing a case to trial efficiently 

and leaving ample time for ADR is to be managed. 

 

The TCC will endeavour to facilitate the ADR process whilst also putting in 

place a cost-efficient and sensible timetable to lead up to a fixed trial date.  

The trial date needs to be as soon as is reasonably possible in order to 

ensure that costs do not run out of control, but not so soon that the parties 

have no time to ‘pause for breath’ to enable ADR during the preparation 

process. 

 

Mr Justice Coulson made it clear that the fixing of a lengthy ‘window’, for 

purposes unconnected with the trial, is bad case management.  Obviously, 

even more so where one party actively opposes the introduction such a 

‘window’, as in this case.  His key declaration being: 

 

“A sensible timetable for trial that allows the parties to take part in ADR along 

the way is a sensible management tool.  A stay or fixed ‘window’ is likely to 

lead to delay, extra cost and uncertainty, and should not ordinarily be ordered.” 

 

As such, the request for a 3-4 month ‘window’ for ADR was rejected. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Mr Justice Coulson was effusive in his encouragement of ADR and, in 

particular, mediation stating:  

Case management and ADR – finding 

the right balance 

Case management and 
ADR 

The trial date needs to be as 
soon as is reasonably possible 
in order to ensure that costs do 
not get out of control, but not 
so soon that the parties have 

no time to ‘pause for breath’... 

To read the decision on the 
BAILII website please click on 

the following link.   

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/TCC/2014/3546.html
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“A professional mediator, engaged at the right time in the process and in the 

right spirit of co-operation by the parties, will often be able to resolve the most 

intractable case and save everyone a good deal of money, time and effort.  

The TCC lists in London would be impossible to operate without the good 

work of mediators and others involved in the ADR process.” 

 

However, he sought to emphasise that parties to litigation must take all proper 

steps to settle the litigation whist at the same time preparing the case for trial: 

“It is not an either/or option.” 

 

The tenor of this judgement would tend to suggest that, at least in the TCC, 

the days of ‘rolling’ stays or lengthy ‘windows’ for ADR are well and truly over.  

The onus is on the parties to prepare for trial efficiently by undertaking the 

various phases of litigation, whilst periodically reviewing the ADR position at 

the same time.  This is good thing, not least because it will help to limit costs.  

It will also focus the parties’ minds more sharply. 

 

Incidentally, it was also held that the TCC has unfettered discretion to order 

the parties to produce Costs Budgets in disputes worth in excess of £2 million 

(old CPR regime) and £10 million (new regime), even though the production 

of such budgets is not a compulsory requirement. 
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The Court of Appeal in Coward v Phaestos 

Limited and Others has provided a useful review 

of the law in relation to different types of without 

prejudice settlement offer.   

 
It might be considered odd to have spent £13 million in costs, achieved a 

broadly favourable judgment, but still not know whether you have ‘won’ or not 

for the purposes of a costs award.  However, in disputes where a party has 

made a without prejudice settlement offer for cost protection, particularly of a 

non-monetary nature, this can be the reality.  Coward v Phaestos was a 

complex (and acrimonious) intellectual property dispute, during which the 

Claimant made a number of non-monetary ‘Calderbank’ offers.  The Court of 

Appeal was called upon to determine the cost consequences of these offers, 

as the Claimant argued that the first instance judge had erred in the 

application of costs principles.   

 
The decision 
 
In very simple terms, the judge at first instance held that, overall, the 

Defendants had been the successful party and had materially ‘bettered’ the 

Claimant’s Calderbank offers.  Therefore, the Claimant was ordered to pay 

the Defendants’ costs (claimed at c£13 million) with a discount of 15% to 

reflect the fact that the Defendants’ counterclaim had not succeeded in full. 

 

An appellate court may only interfere in a costs decision if it is wrong in 

principle, took into account matters that should not have been or if it was 

plainly unsustainable.  The Claimant’s appeal in this matter raised the 

following central argument: 

 

1) The Claimant’s Calderbank offers had only been bettered to a very 

limited extent, insufficient to justify the first instance costs order that 

the Claimant pay 85% of the Defendants’ recoverable costs.  The 

judge had failed to stand back and compare the result of the costs 

order with the overall result of the case. 

 

Costs Effects of Settlement Offers: Did I 

Win Yet? 

Cost Effect of Settlement 
Offers 

...the judge at first instance 
held that, overall, the 
Defendants had been the 
successful party and had 
materially ‘bettered’ the 
Claimant’s Calderbank offers. 

To read the decision on the 
BAILII website please click on 
the following link.   

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2014/1256.html
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The Court of Appeal rejected this and held on the facts that the first 

instance judgement did in fact represent a ‘significant improvement’ 

on the terms of the Calderbank offers.  That being the case, the 

Court of Appeal would not seek to interfere with the costs discretion 

of the first instance judge. 

 

However, the Court of Appeal went on to provide useful general guidance in 

relation to the application of costs principles in respect of both Calderbank 

and Part 36 settlement offers.  It addressed the Claimant’s assertion that the 

judge had incorrectly applied an ‘all or nothing’ approach to the Calderbank 

offers by holding that because the offer was bettered, no matter by how small 

a degree, the Defendants were prima facie entitled to recover their costs.   

 

Part 36 /Calderbank offer costs distinctions 
 

A Part 36 settlement offer is one made without prejudice save as to costs 

expressly in compliance with the provisions of CPR Part 36.  

 

A Calderbank offer is an offer made without prejudice save as to costs 

(outwith CPR Part 36), with a view to achieving costs protection.  

 

The Defendants’ argued that the effect of a Calderbank offer is to be 

assessed by analogy with the terms of CPR 36.14(1A), which states that a 

“more advantageous” result means “better in money terms by any amount, 

however small”. The Court of Appeal did not agree with this particular aspect 

of the Defendants’ case.  It emphasised that CPR Part 36 is a separate and 

self-contained code, highly prescriptive in its terms and highly restrictive of 

exercise by the Court of any discretion on costs.   

 

If, for example, a Claimant is awarded at trial £500 less than a Defendant’s 

Part 36 offer, that will ordinarily mean that the Claimant pays the Defendant’s 

costs from (21 days after) the date of the Part 36 offer by virtue of CPR 

36.14(1A).  The small margin is irrelevant and the Part 36 costs 

consequences apply strictly. 

 

In contrast, a Calderbank offer is governed by the general costs provisions of 

CPR Part 44.  This confers on the court a wide discretion quite different from 

the narrow CPR Part 36 rules.  By virtue of CPR 44.2(2), the general rule is 

that the unsuccessful party will be ordered to pay costs, though the Court may 

make a different order. Under CPR 44 the court will “have regard to all the 

circumstances” when making the costs order.  

 

...CPR Part 36 is a separate and 
self-contained code, highly 
prescriptive in its terms and 
highly restrictive of exercise by 
the Court of any discretion on 
costs. 
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As such, the court has greater scope to interpret whether a Calderbank offer 

has been materially bettered by the other side.  Taking the previous example, 

a Claimant that is awarded at trial £500 less than a Defendant’s Calderbank 

offer may, at the Court’s discretion, be relieved from having to pay all of the 

Defendant’s costs from the point of the offer, depending on all the 

circumstances of the case. 

 

Therefore, when considering a Calderbank offer and in applying its general 

discretion under CPR 44, the court will stand back and compare the overall 

result of the case with the costs order.  Moreover, expressly stating in the 

wording of a Calderbank offer that it is intended to have the consequences of 

a Part 36 offer, will not be effective in bringing the offer under the strict costs 

consequences of CPR Part 36. 

 

Lessons 
 

From a Claimant or Defendant perspective, there is a clear advantage in 

making a CPR Part 36 compliant settlement offer, because the cost 

consequences are as good as set in stone.  There will be certainty that costs 

are protected to the (monetary) level of the offer in the event it is not beaten, 

by however small an amount.  Of course, it is extremely important that Part 36 

offers are drafted in full compliance with the prescriptive CPR Part 36 

requirements in order to secure this costs protection.  

 

Calderbank offers still have a significant role to play in litigation, particularly 

because non-monetary offers cannot be made under the Part 36 regime.  

However, they do not trigger automatic costs consequences.  They fall within 

the Court’s broad discretion on costs.  Indeed, under no circumstances can a 

Calderbank offer be brought within the strict costs consequences of the Part 

36 regime, no matter what form of words is used in an attempt to do so. 
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Mediation sir?  No, no and thrice no.  But, sir, that 

is the wrong answer.  One must say yes.    

 

Can a party in litigation say ‘no’ to mediation?  In Northrop Grumman 

Mission Systems Europe Limited v BAE Systems Limited the 

Technology & Construction Court found the Defendant’s refusal to 

mediate was unreasonable.  However, that was cancelled out by the 

fact that the Claimant refused to  properly consider and engage with a 

settlement offer. The case contains interesting commentary about 

whether a party to litigation can legitimately say ‘no’ to mediation and 

what the consequences of that might be. 

 

The decision  

 

The Claimant brought Part 8 proceedings against the Defendant in 

relation to a dispute over the proper legal construction of a Licensing 

Agreement. The Defendant obtained a favourable judgement. The 

court then considered the matter of costs. The Claimant accepted that 

the Defendant was entitled to costs assessed on a standard basis but 

submitted that the costs should be reduced by 50% by reason of the 

Defendant’s refusal to mediate.  

 

Submissions were made by both parties on the reasonableness of 

refusing to mediate. The Claimant contended that they had made 

many attempts to mediate with the Defendant, which were 

unreasonably rebuffed.  The Claimant submitted that they did not 

have to prove that mediation would have succeeded, only that it could 

have achieved a settlement. 

 

The Defendant argued it was not obliged to agree to mediate because 

both parties were commercial enterprises who believed their case to 

be strong and only the court could decide the true construction of the 

contact. It was asserted any mediation had no prospect of success. It 

Refusing to mediate: a risky strategy 
Refusing to mediate 
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was also argued that costs of attending mediation would have been 

wasted because it had no prospect of success.  

 

Mr Justice Ramsey restated the factors, set out in the Court of Appeal 

decision in Halsey, for consideration in deciding whether to mediate: 

 

 The nature of the dispute: did a party fairly believe that the 

nature of the case precluded its suitability for mediation? 

 Merits of the case: did a party reasonably believe their case 

was ‘watertight’? 

 To what extent were other settlement methods attempted? 

 Cost of ADR: where these disproportionately high? 

 Would engaging in ADR cause prejudicial delay? 

 What were the prospects of successful ADR? 

The judge emphasised the benefits of mediation. He focused upon the 

independent perspective a mediator can bring, even to claims that are 

considered by each side to be very strong. In all the circumstances, it 

was held that the Defendant’s refusal to mediate had been 

unreasonable. The costs incurred by both parties amounted to 

£500,000 and an order to mediate may have only cost £40,000. 

Therefore the costs were not found to be disproportionately high. 

Further it was noted that the published success rate of mediation at 

paragraph 13.03 of the Jackson ADR Handbook shows that it is 

generally successful and that this was in fact a case were mediation 

would have been likely to succeed.  

 

Ramsey J then went on to consider the Defendant’s ‘drop hands’ offer 

to settle the dispute on the basis of no payment with each party 

bearing their own costs. The Claimant had refused the Defendant’s 

offer. In considering this point  Ramsey J looked at CPR 44.2(4)(c): 

one of the circumstances to be considered when making an order in 

relation to costs included “any admissible offer to settle made by a 

party which is drawn to the courts attention, and which is not an offer 

to which costs consequences under Part 36 apply.” The claimant 

should have engaged with this offer. 

 

To read the decision on the 
BAILII website please click on 
the following link.   

In all the circumstances, it was 
held that the Defendant’s 
refusal to mediate had been 
unreasonable. The costs 
incurred by both parties 
amounted to £500,000 and an 
order to mediate may have only 
cost £40,000. 
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Therefore the Claimant’s application to have costs reduced by 50% 

was rejected. Whilst the Defendant had unreasonably refused to 

mediate, the Claimant’s refusal to better the previous offer made by 

the Defendant effectively cancelled this out. For this reason neither 

party’s conduct should be taken into account when assessing costs. 

As such the general rule (CPR 44.2 (2)(a)) was applied and costs 

were awarded to the defendant on a standard basis. 

 

Comments 

 

It is clear from this judgment that refusal to mediate will not be looked 

on favourably by the court when it comes to awarding costs. If the 

Defendant had not made an offer to settle it is likely that they would 

have been faced with an unfavourable cost order. Nay saying is a 

risky approach. There is almost always good reason to mediate. Even 

if the prospects of success look bleak, a skilled mediator can be 

effective. Having said all that, if a sensible settlement offer has been 

made that may be a reason that justifies not mediating in certain 

circumstances.  If a party says no to mediation it should always set 

out its reasons for doing so very clearly with an eye on future cost 

awards. 
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In Caliendo and another v Mishcon de Reya (A 

Firm) and another [2014] EWHC 3414 (Ch), the 

High Court was asked to consider the impact of 

Coventry and others v Lawrence and another (No 

2) [2014] UKSC 46 in relation to an application for 

relief from sanction under the principles set down 

in Denton.  
 

Coventry has questioned whether the recoverability of additional liabilities 

under CFAs and ATE premiums under the Access to Justice Act 1999 breach 

a defendant’s right to a fair trial.   

 

In Caliendo, the claimant’s solicitors had failed to notify the defendants within 

7 days that the claimant had entered into a CFA and ATE policy, as required 

by the old CPR rule 44.15(2) and Paragraph 9.3 of the Practice Direction for 

Pre-Action Conduct.  The sanction, automatically applied, for failing to notify 

on time, precluded the defaulting party from recovering any uplift on costs 

incurred before the funding arrangement was notified, or any insurance 

premium, unless the Court ordered otherwise (CPR rule 44.3B (1)(c) and (e)).  

 

The claimant applied for relief from sanction under CPR 3.9(1). The 

application was adjourned pending the appeal of Mitchell but was not decided 

until after Denton & Ors v TH White Ltd & Ors [2014] EWCA Civ 906.  Lord 

Justice Hildyard considered the three stage test outlined in Denton.  In 

relation to stage one: the seriousness and significance of the breach, the 

defendants submitted that the existence of funding arrangements can change 

the entire dynamic of a case before and after proceedings are issued.  Whilst 

acknowledging the serious consequences of ATE/CFA funding arrangements 

on litigation generally, LJ Hildyard reaffirmed that stage one of the test in 

Denton considers the significance of the breach and not the consequences to 

the defendants in granting relief.  

 

The claimant had acknowledged there was no good reason for the breach 

(the second test in Denton) so the judge moved on to consider stage three.  

The interesting point is that the defendant submitted that the Court should 

Searching for a signpost to Coventry? Case management and 
ADR 
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consider Lord Neuberger’s comments in the Supreme Court’s decision in 

Coventry when “considering all the circumstances of the case” – the third test 

in Denton.  The defendant’s Counsel had conceded, in March 2013, that the 

claimant’s funding arrangements were legitimate but, following Lord 

Neuberger’s comments in Coventry, sought to argue that the CFA and ATE 

funding arrangements, which were allowed under the Access to Justice Act 

1999, infringed its right to a fair trial and that this was a “circumstance” that 

the Court should take into account when assessing “all of the circumstances”.   

 

LJ Hildyard acknowledged the grave consequences that a defendant faces 

when a claimant is supported by the CFA and ATE funding arrangements 

which were permitted before 1 April 2013.  However he declined to consider 

the defendant’s Human Rights argument as a result of Lord Neuberger’s 

conclusion that “it would be wrong even for the court to decide the point 

without HM Government having had the opportunity to address the court on 

the issue.”  If the respondent in Coventry maintains its argument that the 

funding arrangements under the Access to Justice Act 1999 breached its right 

to a fair trial, the Supreme Court will give notice to HM Government and the 

matter will be relisted for a further hearing.   

 

LJ Hildyard concluded that, whilst the breach was serious, in that it breached 

a rule which imposed an automatic sanction, it did not adversely affect the 

litigation and it would be unjust to refuse relief from the sanction. 

 

This appears to be only one of the few judgments to consider the impact of 

Lord Neuberger’s comments in Coventry.  In another, Marley v Rawlings & 

another (Costs) [2014] UKSC 41, Lord Neuberger persuaded Counsel to 

waive their entitlement to a success fee based, in part, on his comments in 

Coventry and the unsatisfactory aspects of the CFA and ATE funding 

arrangements before April 2013.     

 

As another example of the Court granting relief from sanction, Caliendo will 

give hope to those seeking relief from sanctions in a post Mitchell/Denton era.  

However the big question of whether pre April 2013 CFA and ATE funding 

arrangements are in breach of the European Convention on Human Rights 

remains unanswered.  Coventry has created much uncertainty and further 

clarification is required.  

  

 

October 2014 

 
For further information 
please contact:  
 
Joe Eizenberg 
Partner 
T: +44 (0) 117 311 7472 
E: j.eizenberg@beale-law.com   
 
 
David McArdle 
Solicitor 
T: +44 (0) 117 311 7473 
E: d.mcardle@beale-law.com    

LJ Hildyard acknowledged the 
grave consequences that a 
defendant faces when a 
claimant is supported by the 
CFA and ATE funding 
arrangements which were 
permitted before 1 April 2013.   
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Bristol Insurance Seminar 
Wednesday 19th November 
The Bristol Law Society Library  
 

  
It would be helpful if you would complete this feedback form and return it at the end of the seminar or 
alternatively return it to [Name] by post or email (scanned) to initial.surname@beale-law.com  
_________________________________________________________________________________ _____ 
 

 
1. Delegate details 
 

Name ………………………………………………….. ………………………………………… 
 

Job Title ………………………………………………….. ………………………………………… 
 

Company ………………………………………………….. ………………………………………… 
 

Email Address ………………………………………………….. ………………………………………… 
 

 

 
2. Seminar evaluation Please indicate your views below: 
 

 Excellent  Good  Adequate  Poor 

How knowledgeable and effective were 
the speakers: 

    

1.     

2.     

3.     

 Excellent  Good  Adequate  Poor 

How appropriate was the method of 
presentation? 

    

What was the quality of the course 
materials? 

    

 

 
3. Venue   Please indicate your views below: 
 

 Excellent  Good  Adequate  Poor 

What was the quality of the venue 
 

    

Was the room well ventilated and / or 
heat controlled? 
 

Yes 
 

No 
 

  

Was the seating/room layout 
appropriate?  

 

Yes 
 

No 
 

  

Did you receive the course materials at 
an appropriate time? 
 

Yes 
 

No 
 

  

 Excellent  Good  Adequate  Poor 

What is your overall rating of the 
seminar? 

    

mailto:initial.surname@beale-law.com
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4. Would you like one of the speakers to contact you to discuss any of the issues covered in the seminar in 
more detail? 

 
………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 

 
………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 

 
………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 
 
5. Please inform us of any topics / issues that you would like to be covered in one of our future seminars. 
 

………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 
 
………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 

 
………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 
 
6. General Comments – Please give your comments below: 
 

………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 
 
………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 

 
………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 
 
7. If not already, would you like to be added to our mailing list for future legal updates? (If yes, please 

ensure you leave your email address) 
 

………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 
 
………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 
 

 
 

Signature ……………………………………………………….          Date ………………. 
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